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President 

2018 was a scary year for the oil and gas business in Calgary. With three levels of government 

straining to understand the oil and gas business, a downtown office vacancy rate of greater than 

50% and our inability to adequately sell our oil and gas commodities beyond our borders, we 

are straining to see the light at the end of the tunnel. Layoffs have started again…  

Fortunately, the CSEG has had a very active and successful year. Originally budgeting a 

$125,000 loss, with the success of our social functions, the Convention, and our educational 

endeavors, we expect to show a modest profit of approximately $15,000 for the 2018 calendar 

year. With total member equity of over 1.2 million dollars in the CSEG and a very healthy 

foundation, we are probably the most financially successful organization in the Geoscience 

world in Canada.. 

But… 

That does not mean we can sit back and not be concerned about the future of the CSEG. We 

continue to count our pennies, cutting costs at every corner. 

And that requires a shout-out to Marian Hanna… when Marian became President, the CSEG 

was hemorrhaging with losses of over $300,000 per year. She set the CSEG on a path of fiscal 

responsibility and we have tried to follow in her footsteps. 

We are concerned with our membership totals. We suffered a drop of about 12% in 2018 and 

certainly would expect that kind of drop in 2019. 

You can help in that regard by spreading the word and encouraging membership by both 

corporations and individuals. 

We are continuing to push the agenda we proposed at the start of the year: education and the 

dragging of the CSEG into the digital world. 

We have been successful on both fronts. 

DoodleTrain performed better than expected, thanks to increased participation and excellent 

corporate commitment. 

The DMC took major steps to improve website usability/search ability and online advertising. 

In addition, following my trip to the SEG convention and talking to Rob Stewart, president of the 

SEG, the SEG is proposing some joint educational opportunities for the coming years.  

In addition, in 2018 we received a clear commitment by APEGA to sponsor some of our 

educational initiatives. We are happy to report that APEGA has made similar commitments in 

2019. 
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Also, our GeoConvention social and our Stampede party were huge successes, which was a 

combination of industry sponsorship and big crowds. 

In addition, we renegotiated our office lease, which is good news. You always think you can do 

better, but we are happy with the result. 

Alyssa, Jim’s right hand in the office, is on maternity leave and has been replaced by part time 

staff Jodi Sharman, who we are very pleased with. 

I would be reticent if I did not mention the support and advice I have received from previous 

presidents and I thank them for their advice and encouragement. 

Neda Bouramand is our President Elect, and I am confident she will be very successful as the 

6th woman president of the CSEG. She is smart and articulate and I wish her all the best in the 

upcoming 2019/2020 year. 

 

RON NEWMAN 

CSEG PRESIDENT, 2018  
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Vice President 

During my role as the Vice President in 2018, my main responsibility was to support the 

President, Ron Newman, and provide back-up for any of the Executive members. The portfolios 

I oversaw were: the Chief Geophysicists Forum (CGF), Canadian Federation of Earth Sciences 

(CFES) and CSEG Foundation. Because I served as the Director of Finance in 2017, I also 

attended all finance meetings to help the Assistant Director of Finance transition into the 

Director of Finance role. This was done because the 2018 Director of Finance at the time had 

resigned. The Board also issued a member survey to help identify trends and gauge the interest 

of our members on the various initiatives and programs for our strategy planning. I helped edit, 

issue and compile the questions and report the results to the Board, CSEG’s President’s 

Advisory Committee (PAC) and attendees of the strategy session held in January. Normally, this 

would have been done by our Admin Support Services employee, Alyssa Middleton, but she 

was on maternity leave. Jodi Sharman, her replacement, was able to help, but her support was 

limited due her part-time role. The following is a summary of the main accomplishments within 

each group: 

Chief Geophysicists Forum 

I attended each of the meetings, held on March 8, June 7, September 6, and December 6, and 

presented a CSEG Board update at the last three. I provided a strategy update, made 

announcements on upcoming events, and prepared a call-to-action slide for the CGF members 

on ways they could immediately help the CSEG. I emphasized the importance of attendance at 

social and technical events, renewing individual and corporate sponsorship, and providing 

feedback via the member surveys. Each time an announcement was made to the CGF, our 

participation went up. This included a slight increase in membership renewal and a jump in the 

attendance at the Stampede Social and responses to the membership survey. 

Canadian Federation of Earth Sciences (CFES) 

Both the President, Ron Newman and I split our attendance at the AGM via a conference call. I 

called in on April 21, 2018. The CSEG is a member of the CFES and we are a member 

organization with representation on their Council. A CSEG member, Graziella Kirtland Grech, 

will become the President of the CFES at the AGM held on April 12-13. I spent 2018 

corresponding with Graziella to identify the benefits to the CSEG and how the CSEG can help 

the CFES accomplish its goals. Graziella suggested that the CSEG identify a CSEG member 

not on the Board to become the Council member, for continuity purposes. Therefore, we have 

identified Mike Hall as the CSEG member who will represent the CSEG on the CFES Council 

starting at their AGM in April. In 2019, I will work closely with Mike to see if we can access 

parliamentarians, increase the CSEG’s exposure on a national scale, and educate the public 
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using their platform. 

CSEG Foundation 

The CSEG is 99% shareholder of the CSEG Foundation and is the charitable arm of the CSEG. 

My role in 2018 was to familiarize myself with the Foundation’s activities and help with 

Governance. I spent a fair bit of time in 2018 researching, preparing and writing up the language 

around the Foundation’s position on the gaming license. These changes and edits were 

approved and added to the latest versions of the governance document. I also made sure that 

communication lines remained open and clear between the Foundation and the CSEG. 

Financially, I asked if the Foundation could pay for its utilization of resources and they agreed. 

The expense for them was reduced from the previous year because the CSEG successfully 

negotiated its office lease, reducing it by 30%, and our administrative costs were reduced due to 

a staff member going on maternity leave. 

Other activities in 2018 

One of my goals as VP was to get out to as many of our events and programs and meet as 

many of our members as possible. I volunteered at the GeoConvention and the PechaKucha 

event, attended the Symposium, checked out the CSEG Foundation’s ESfS booth at Science 

Odyssey in Eau Claire, attended all CSEG finance meetings and prepared reports when 

needed, attended all CSEG and CSEGF Foundation meetings, and helped prepare and present 

a PPT presentation to PAC at the past-presidents’ lunch. I also attended and participated in the 

Women in Seismic (WiSE) golf tournament. It was fun and a well-run program for Women in 

seismic. I served as a Technical Editor on the RECORDER committee, but I had to step down 

from that role to focus on my executive duties in September 2018. I helped the RECORDER 

through a period of transition from paper to digital, as this was a focus of the Executive at the 

time and continues to be. A discussion regarding preparing a trial webcast of the CDL’s talk was 

initiated and will be made available on the 2019 GeoConvention app. 

A brief look into 2019 

I will elaborate more on this in my executive message in the April 2019 RECORDER, but the 

focus areas for me as President will continue to be: 1) financial health, i.e. reducing our 

budgeted deficit and look for revenue generating opportunities, 2) member value, i.e. continue 

to focus on our top member valued programs, especially GeoConvention, Technical Luncheons 

and the RECORDER, 3) promotion of profession, i.e. providing programs and extending our 

reach to a Canada-wide audience and advocacy through education, and 4) position of the 

Society, i.e. become a truly Canada-wide Society that reaches ALL members – not primarily 

only Calgary – and collaborate with other societies locally, nationally and internationally. 

Additionally, Marian Hanna prepared and presented recommendations made by the 
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sustainability committee. The recommendations were helpful, and the Board will continue to 

plug away at making those happen in 2019 through various initiatives or within existing 

programs. 

 

NEDA BOROUMAND 

CSEG VICE PRESIDENT, 2018 
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Education Services 

It was my privilege to serve as Director of Education for 2018, a year that saw continuing 

challenges for the geophysical industry and our society, along with tremendous support from 

CSEG members, industry partners and volunteers. The year ahead looks to be similarly filled 

with challenges and opportunities, which I’m sure we will face with the energy, creativity and 

integrity that have always been hallmarks of our profession.  

Over the last year your society has continued to focus on delivering quality continuing education 

opportunities, which many of you have supported with your registration dollars, sponsorship and 

participation. My thanks to everyone who attended a luncheon, participated in a DoodleTrain 

class, spent an instructive hour at a Lunchbox talk, or otherwise engaged with CSEG learning 

opportunities. 

I’d also like to thank the many volunteers who organized, hosted, presented, attended 

committee meetings, solicited support from employers, or otherwise supported our education 

efforts. Among our volunteers, several people served as committee chairs during 2018. John 

Fernando led our successful 2018 DoodleTrain committee, Doug Clark was our Symposium 

Chair, Ruth Peach led VIG, Richard Gray guided Lunchbox, and thanks to Paige Mamer, Shawn 

Maxwell, Hoda Rashedi and Johnny Wentzel for leading MUG. My apologies to anyone who I 

may not have mentioned, any oversight is entirely unintentional, and my fault entirely! 

I would also like to recognize a core group of volunteers who help organize and manage our 

technical luncheon program. The members of the Luncheon Committee changed during 2018, 

so I’d like to start by thanking our outgoing volunteers Mo Alibrahim, Marc Boulet and Karl 

Mome. These gentlemen provided tremendous support to our luncheon efforts long before I 

joined the team, you have my sincere thanks.  

During the year we were lucky enough to have two new energetic people step into Luncheon 

committee roles: Seward Pon and Ethan Burke. I hope that everyone will welcome and support 

these new volunteers, particularly by providing your luncheon announcements at least a week 

ahead! I’d also like to recognize the ongoing support of Jim Racette, Jodi Sharman and Alyssa 

Middleton who handled the logistics of our luncheons with calm competence.  

Looking ahead to 2019 I’d like to extend my thanks to Pavlo Cholach, who will be your 2019 

Director of Education, and Scott Matieshin, who is our incoming Assistant Director of Education. 

I’m confident that Pavlo and Scott will continue to lead our education efforts in new, innovative 

and successful ways over the next years.  
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As geophysicists, we continue to face difficult times, but also an era of opportunity and 

disruption. I expect the CSEG will look quite different in future, and likely needs to be different in 

order to survive. Please consider getting involved, as a volunteer or active participant, and help 

us build the future of the CSEG and the geophysical industry.  

 

GEOFFREY FRASER 

DIRECTOR, EDUCATION SERVICES  
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Communications 

It was another year of significant changes for CSEG communications. We continue to need to 

control costs to allow the CSEG to be sustainable, and we are also expanding the platforms 

where CSEG content and news are available and discussed. 

Thanks again to the RECORDER committee for another great year creating the content we all 

value. Brian Schulte is Chief Editor and lead very ably and enthusiastically. Brian has been 

leading the effort to post content to the blog, including abstracts of upcoming articles, and is 

working with the DMC to expand LinkedIn postings. Our glossy magazine GeoConvention print 

edition continues to be popular and will be published and mailed to active members again this 

year. However, for the RECORDER format and revenue, we found that advertisers were not 

attracted to a hybrid product of an online magazine formatted as a large pdf. This year we are 

moving to the truly modern format for the digital RECORDERs, of only publishing as HTML 

pages for each article. Instead of bundling the CSEGRecorder.com website advertising with a 

print/pdf ad, we are selling it as a separate product, billed monthly. Because our older archives 

are open, we receive a lot of attention from the global geophysical community, so we have 

excellent exposure to offer online advertisers. We are also slowly transitioning to spreading out 

posting content, starting with non-technical content. This year the technical content will still be 

organized in editions. We invite advertisers to advertise in both the GeoConvention print edition 

and online, through our new media kits: https://csegrecorder.com/about/media-kit.  

Thanks also to the Digital Media Committee, led by Jason Schweigert, who continued to work 

on improving how we use digital platforms, including social media. We improved the 

RECORDER website experience by connecting the members only and public content more 

closely. Linked-In has been a priority, where we have converted to a company page from a 

private group, to allow full sharing of posts. Group members and posts continue to expand. The 

DMC has also had a large role in the transition of the RECORDER to a full HTML, and the two 

committees continue to work closely together, with the RECORDER committee primarily 

responsible for content and DMC focused on delivery methods. The committee and our 

webmaster, Jeremy Sherry, developed an online survey of CSEGRecorder.com and CSEG.ca 

users, to guide continued improvements. The DMC is working on initiatives to improve website 

efficiency and organization (particularly for mobile devices), connect with the social committees 

to post more on CSEG social media from them, encourage blogging about our events, expand 

Instagram use and coordination, and continue to convert the RECORDER archives to an 

accessible searchable format. The idea of a more complex “app” was also discussed, and will 

be revisited in future.  

Finally, thanks to Larry Lines and Satinder Chopra, co-editors of the Canadian Journal of 

Exploration Geophysics (CJEG), the peer-reviewed journal of the CSEG that encompasses all 

https://csegrecorder.com/about/media-kit
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aspects of research, exploration and education in applied geophysics. Unfortunately, the difficult 

economic circumstances meant that CJEG received no direct budgetary allocation from the 

CSEG in 2018. The co-editors and associate editors once again persevered to publish a shorter 

version of the CJEG, which is available in the Members Only area. Copy editing costs for 2018 

were supported from donations to the CSEG Foundation – thanks to the donors who kept the 

Journal alive! There is a small Journal budget for 2019, and we planning to use it to change the 

Journal to a more modern format. The new format will have the table of contents and editorial 

information as HTML articles, abstracts posted as searchable HTML, and each paper is 

attached as an individual pdf. This format is less expensive to produce, and potentially will allow 

more academic work to be published, whilst maintaining a good formal paper standard. 

Thanks for your continued patience while we work on all these initiatives – we have definitely 

been learning as we go along, and ideas and volunteers are always welcome. 

 

ELIZABETH ATKINSON 

DIRECTOR, COMMUNICATIONS  
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Member Services 

To begin, we would like to thank all of the wonderful volunteers, sponsors, and engaged 

members for their contribution to, and attendance at, the many CSEG events held in 2018.  The 

CSEG would not be able to continue as an organization without the dedication of our 

community, and we continue to be inspired by your hard work and your passion. Despite the 

continuing challenges facing our industry and our profession, the social and professional 

committees under Member Services held a large number of diverse events this past year. 

Social Committees 

In 2018 the social committees held the 46th Annual Doodlespiel in Banff, the 51st Annual Ski 

Spree in Fairmont B.C., the 66th Annual Doodlebug in Banff, the T-Wave and WiSE golf 

tournaments in Valley Ridge and Fox Creek respectively, as well as the Fun Run in conjunction 

with the CSPG and CAPL. Details – including event winners, summaries, and financials – can 

be found in the Committee Reports section of the Annual Report. 

Emerging Professionals Program 

The EPP program exists to encourage the development of young professional geoscientists in 

Canada and is supported by both the CSEG and the CSEG Foundation. The committees 

organize numerous social and technical events throughout the year, including the Junior 

Geophysicist Forum and the Mentorship Program. More details regarding the program are 

available in the Committee Reports section of this Annual Report. 

To recognize and thank all our hard-working volunteers, we will be holding the annual Volunteer 

Appreciation Evening on March xx, the day of the Annual General Meeting. Our goal is to 

recognize the efforts of all volunteers of the CSEG/CSEG Foundation. This is a great event for 

networking with other volunteers, and many people look forward to attending every year, 

including ourselves! Mark your calendars and be on the lookout for an emailed invitation. We 

will see you then. 

This year, the board also held two social events for our membership: the ‘Let’s Get Geophysical’ 

luncheon, held during GeoConvention, and the annual Stampede Party. There was a lot of hype 

for these events (many thanks to our president for finding the luncheon name as well as the 

sponsorship) and both sold out in advance. We apologize to everyone who was unable to 

purchase a ticket on the day of these events, but we are excited to announce that both will be 

held again in 2019. Make sure to buy your tickets early to avoid disappointment! 

Finally, we want to provide an update on the state of our membership. Though we are lucky 

enough to have an incredibly active and committed membership, our total member counts have 

been heavily impacted by the layoffs and deferred investment that have affected the oil sector in 
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the past 10 years. Since hitting a maximum in 2013, active membership has dropped by 55%, 

while the number of unemployed or retired members has more than doubled (Figure 1). The 

board believes that the drop in membership is tied to oil prices (Figure 2) and a decrease in the 

number of professional geophysicists in Canada, not institutional problems within the society 

itself. A survey recently sent to members who chose not to renew their 2018 membership 

supports this assumption. Declining membership, along with consecutive deficit budgets, are 

problems that the board has struggled with in 2018, and will continue to address in 2019. If 

anyone reading has suggestions or ideas regarding these issues, please let us know. 

 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 2. 
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Thank you once again to everyone for a great 2018 and we look forward to seeing you at the many events the 

committees have planned for the upcoming year.   

REBECCA DANIELS AND MORIAH REMPEL 

DIRECTOR & ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, MEMBER SERVICES  
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Finance 

I am pleased to report that, due to a series of fortunate events in 2018, our society managed to 

reduce a budgeted deficit of more than $128,000 to a surplus of just over $19,000. The two 

main factors contributing to this reduction were: 

1. A very successful GeoConvention that netted our society over $51k more than our 

budgeted income. 

2. A very successful DoodleTrain that netted almost $30k more than our budgeted income, 

while still offering reduced tuition for underemployed and student members. 

Member services also delivered more than expected revenues from our social events, while a 

lack of advertising revenues for the RECORDER resulted in poorer than expected financial 

results for that publication.   

So, after two bleak years of deficits well over $200k for each of 2015 and 2016, (see Figure 1 

below) the minimal $3,000 net deficit in 2017 and this year’s surplus of just over $19,000 have 

thankfully left the society in a better financial position than most of our sister societies.  

However, our projected budget for 2019 has the CSEG expecting another large deficit – on the 

order of $119k. This deficit includes budgeting 2019 revenue from the GeoConvention at close 

to the actual from 2018, which could prove to be a problematic prediction due to continued 

doldrums in the Canadian oil and gas industry. Other than a stellar year of RECORDER and 

website advertising revenue, we have no major form of income that could significantly reduce 

this predicted shortfall. And having already trimmed expenses to a minimum, we can’t expect a 

“hail Mary” pass from that source to balance the books.   

Past CSEG boards have wisely put aside funds from previous years’ surpluses, as well as 

contributing to the CSEG Foundation. Our operating reserves are still well over $1MM, providing 

us some protection from the industry storm that has now been raging for more than 4 years.  

We can comfortably predict that the society WILL be around for its 75th anniversary in 2025, 

however lean the years in between might be.   

We do encourage any readers of this report to renew their membership, if they haven’t already 

done so, and to encourage their colleagues to do the same. Membership fees are progressive, 

depending on your employment and income status, and max out at $70. The savings in 

registering for the convention alone are $120 if you are a member. Also, please consider 

encouraging your company to take out a corporate membership to aid our society and retain a 

seat at the “Chief Geophysicist’s Forum”. Our society exists for the benefit of our membership – 

help us ensure the continued presence of the CSEG by supporting us through your membership 

and participation. 
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Figure 1: CSEG’s yearly historic financial performance showing revenue, expenses and net income for the years 

from 2007 to budget 2019.   

My gratitude to Neda Boroumand for her excellent guidance, and I look forward to again serving 

as Director of Finance for 2019 with her as President of the CSEG. 

 

CATHY MARTIN 

DIRECTOR, FINANCE 
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Managing Director 

Well, it’s been another tough year for sure, though after the past difficult years we have had, we 

are now getting more proficient in managing with less resources. It is a great accomplishment to 

be able to maintain our core operation on a fraction of the budget we used to approve. A lot of 

nonprofits would like to be able to say the same. What is frustrating is that there are no signs of 

growth in the foreseeable future. Our membership is still declining in the face of an ever-

changing industry. Having said that, we did have some successes in growth.  

▪ Our 17th Annual DoodleTrain had its most successful year since the downturn, returning 

some favorable dollars back to the society. This was partially due to our corporate 

community taking advantage of group discounts and sending a number of their employees 

to courses. I have always said sponsorship is nice, but having individuals attend courses 

makes it sustainable. So, our hats are off to those companies.  

▪ Our Technical Luncheons also showed a surplus, thanks to our event sponsors, attendees 

and a good working relationship with our venue.  

▪ The GeoConvention also returned important funds back to the society and this went a long 

way to assist our organization.  

These modest returns have given other non-revenue generating committees an opportunity to 

actually look ahead and plan a bit more into the future – something that we haven’t been able to 

do for a while. 

We continue to strategically plan and this helps us stay the course and consider what the future 

might hold for the CSEG. Since 2016, when Marian Hanna stepped into the President’s position, 

planning has been the number one priority. Since then, Presidents John Duhault and Ron 

Newman have carried that torch to help achieve some modest successes. With Neda 

Boroumand replacing Ron this April and Geoff Fraser to follow in 2020, we have some very 

important continuity in place. Both Neda and Geoff have already served 3 and 2 years 

respectively. This is important to our future. It maybe wasn’t by design, but I will tell you – 

continuity is more important than ever right now. 

Looking ahead in 2018, the Board of Directors had no choice but to plan again for the same or 

slightly lesser results. Budgeting conservatively is very important in these times. We have not 

been able to ratify a balanced budget since 2014, as there are so many unknowns. However, if 

our programs match their results from 2018, we should see no less than a modest deficit or a 

slight surplus, without dipping further into our lifesaving financial reserve.  

We will plan to continue offering a similar program as in the past; however, it will begin to look a 

bit different. As I said, last year the digital world has knocked on our door and it is now time it is 
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welcomed in. There are a number low cost initiatives underway, but we also feel at some point 

we will have to spend some of our reserve to make other potential projects materialize. Keeping 

a solid reserve is very important. I know firsthand, as we lost one third of it in two years – very 

scary. Having said that, you have to spend a few dollars to encourage growth and bring the 

society up to speed technically. That is what we are currently weighing out right now. Change is 

coming fast and quick and we are doing our best to plan for this. So your support of our core 

programs will hopefully provide us with more resources to achieve some of these goals. 

Finally, as I begin my 20th year with the CSEG (I know it is hard to believe) I must recognize the 

two boards I work for: the CSEG Board and the CSEG Foundation Board. Every member has 

worked hard to make the society viable and relevant. Certainly, I correspond mostly with the 

President (Ron), Past President (John) and Vice President (Neda), but all directors play such an 

important role. All are very committed, and along with the many volunteers serving on our 

committees, are the lifeblood of the CSEG. Our volunteer base is unique among technical and 

professional societies in today’s world. As well, my co-worker Alyssa Middleton has been 

strength of support for me and works extremely hard for both the CSEG and Foundation. She is 

a very committed and dedicated employee who is willing to tackle anything. With Alyssa 

currently on maternity leave, we were very fortunate to find Jodi Sharman to assist me and the 

boards in her absence. As our industry and the financial environment continue to change, it is 

our commitment to the membership to provide the best service and information possible, while 

always seeking new initiatives to benefit our membership. So, keep renewing your 

memberships, keep attending our programs… And volunteer where you can. 

 

JIM RACETTE 

CSEG MANAGING DIRECTOR  
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CSEG Foundation  

In calendar 2018, the CSEG Foundation had a similar year to 2017: ongoing effects of 

continued market downswing affected revenue requiring the Board to focus on managing 

expenditure. For 2018, the Foundation board approved a deficit budget with expenses 

exceeding revenue from donations by $89,000. Due to the diligent efforts of our committees and 

volunteers, and notably a few significant donations, we expect the actual deficit (unaudited year 

end financials) to be about $58,000; an amount that is more than offset by interest and capital 

growth gains in the CSEGF endowment investments.  

With a strong asset base and a solid balance sheet, the Foundation Board of Directors 

specifically elected to continue funding the programs that the Foundation supports despite 

reduced income, so that our services to the general public and various student communities are 

not adversely affected.  

The Board will continue to monitor our financial situation and make prudent budgeting and fund 

allocation decisions while ensuring the continuation of our core programs. This will likely mean 

continued deficit budgeting for 2019 and perhaps the following year.  

For the moment, the Board is committed to prudently monitored deficit budgets allowing for 

continued program delivery while maintaining the Foundation’s total assets as measured on the 

balance sheet.  

In other words, in the short term, the Board is letting Endowment Fund income carry some of 

the program load, without eroding the Fund’s capital. The Board continues to place some focus 

on ongoing fund raising to support both year on year program delivery and Endowment growth. 

Who we are: 

The CSEG Foundation is a registered Canadian Charitable organization – the charitable 

operating arm of the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists. It was initiated in 2003-04 

as the brainchild of several CSEG Past Presidents and received charitable status in 2006. It is 

managed by an independent Board of Directors, is closely aligned with the CSEG and is 

ultimately controlled by the CSEG. The Mission of the CSEGF is: to encourage and support 

scientific, educational and charitable activities that benefit geophysicists through the solicitation 

of contributions aimed at promoting the development of geophysical knowledge, education and 

public awareness.  

When the Foundation attends public events, career fairs, conferences for university students, 

high school science teachers and career counsellors, we strive to make the public more aware 

of geophysicists’ contribution to the well-being of Canadian society. We convey to educators, 

students and the public our key role in not only the petroleum and mining industries but also in 
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environmental engineering, the mapping of natural hazards and understanding the Earth 

beneath our feet. The scientists and support persons in the CSEG are ethical and conscientious 

stewards of the environment. They help to find and develop the resources essential to our daily 

lives.  

The Foundation is a volunteer-run organization with only a small staffing overhead. Funding to 

support the Foundation’s activities comes from generous donations from the public, members, 

corporate sponsors and the CSEG itself. Thanks to all who have contributed to this year’s 

success through either your volunteer time or your financial support.  

2018 Board of Directors: (names in bold are Directors; *designates a CSEG past-President) 

Each Director’s term is nominally three years and candidates may be self-nominated, by the 

membership, or through the nominating committee. Committee Chairs appointed as Directors 

typically serve on the Board for one year. These are the Directors, staff and committee 

representatives at the 2018 year-end: 

Ron Larson* (Chair), Kathleen Dorey (Vice-Chair), Nancy Shaw* (Secretary), David Cho 

(Assistant Treasurer), Neil Rutherford* (Treasurer and Governance), Neda Boroumand* 

(CSEG President and Representative to the Foundation), Adrian Smith (Outreach Chair), 

Doug Bogstie* (Fund Development Chair), Neil Orr (Fund Development Vice-Chair), Ian 

Watson (Scholarships Chair), Kun Guo (Travel Grant and Learning Subsidy Chair), Kristie 

Manchul (Communications Chair), Marissa Whitakker (Earth Science for Society Chair), Cec 

Keeping (Governance), Peter Cary (CSEG Distinguished Lecturer Chair), Jim Racette (CSEG 

Managing Director), Alyssa Middleton (CSEG staff). 

This year’s highlights 

▪ Finance:  

o Foundation assets grew marginally to about $2.2M, from about $2.16M thanks to the 

generous donations of our members and corporate supporters and the income 

generated from our investments.  

o Foundation program spending was about $200,000 in 2018, a level consistent with 

2017 spending. 

▪ The eighth Earth Science for Society (ESfS) on March 18-20, 2018 hosted over 2550 

attendees of the public, including students from 16 schools and 20 separate youth groups. 

The CSEG Foundation “adopted” ESfS in 2016 as our primary ‘public’ outreach initiative, 

and became the long-term Parent Organization for this self-funding event. Of particular 

importance in 2018, ESfS received a $35,000 NSERC PromoScience grant, and a 

supplemental $5,000 grant to participate in Science Odyssey which took place May 11-12, 

2018 in Canmore and May 19-20, 2018 in Calgary. Brodie Sutherland chaired the ESfS 
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committee for 2018. 2019 Chair Marissa Whitakker looks forward to the 2019 event on 

March 17-19, 2019. 

▪ Outreach/University Student Outreach (USO)/Schools and Public Outreach continued to 

support students in universities and K-12 schools, and to inform educators and the public at 

large about geophysics. Adrian Smith chairs Outreach, the Foundation’s largest committee, 

accounting for about half of our operating budget outside of ESfS.  The Outreach Committee 

has born the brunt of expense scrutiny over the past few years despite which they have 

managed to continue delivering important programs such as: 

o Junior Geophysicist Forum – a series of networking functions connecting experienced 

industry geophysicists with students and new grads.  

o Mentoring (A USO initiative)– a formal mentoring program, again, connecting students 

and new grads with established geophysicists.  

o University Student Outreach (USO) – In addition to other programs specifically 

mentioned in this list, USO’s activities in 2018 included attendance at two of the three 

geoscience undergrad conferences staged across the country. The 2019 goal is to 

attend all three and to seek / enhance opportunities to interact with university students.  

o GIFT (A USO initiative) – the Foundation is a Platinum level sponsor of this event, which 

took over 40 students from eight different universities to various host companies, where 

they learned about operations, processing, interpretation and other elements of applied 

geophysics. GIFT is self funding, and the Foundation expresses thanks to all donors. 

▪ Scholarships. We continue to support post-secondary geoscience education and students 

through our Scholarship Committee’s efforts (Ian Watson, Chair). From 50 applications for 

university scholarships, the Foundation awarded 13 scholarships to students at eight 

universities across Canada. In addition, one scholarship was awarded to a student at a 

technical institute. The Foundation wishes to thank various CSEG self-funded social 

committees for their financial support of the Scholarship Committee’s efforts. 
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▪ Travel grants and learning subsidies (Kun Guo, Chair) continues to be supported by the 

Foundation. The program helps Canadian undergraduate and post graduate students take 

courses and attend conferences, seminars and geoscience field trips, importantly including 

such CSEG events as the GeoConvention, the Symposium and DoodleTrain. In 2018 

$10,000 in funding was budgeted, and some $8,000 ultimately provided to assist over 15 

recipients in support of travel or registration in events during the 2018 calendar year. 

▪ Communications: In 2018, continued improvements in the Foundation’s web presence and 

ongoing communications support was provided by the Communications Committee 

chaired by Helen Isaac through to June 2018 and Kristy Manchul thereafter. The Foundation 

is working with the CSEG’s Digital Communication committee to develop such things as 

Webcast’s of luncheons and CDL events. 

▪ Canadian Distinguished Lecture Tour is one of the Foundation’s keystone programs. Our 

2018/2019 Distinguished Lecturer is David Gray, who is giving his talk entitled “An 

Unconventional View of Geoscience” to universities and institutions across Canada, 

wrapping up in April 2019. The Foundation extends thanks to Mr. Gray’s employer, Nexen 

Energy ULC (Nexen) who financially sponsored the 2018/2019 CDL Tour in its entirety. 

▪ Fund Development. The committee (Doug Bogstie, Chair) has been working diligently and 

2018 donations exceeded the (admittedly modest) donation levels anticipated for 2018. 

▪ Governance. Foundation Governance continues to be in good order, having been left in 

that state by previous Boards. 2018 saw the introduction of policy for safe reporting and 

serious treatment of complaints in the general area of whistle blowing and personal 

mistreatment. 

In the big picture, the CSEG Foundation’s ongoing success is attributable to several things: 

▪ A strong Board of Directors with various levels of experience, a good set of Governance 

procedures, and advice and input from experienced and engaged members. 

▪ Outstanding volunteers, some who have contributed for many years and some who are 

brand new, creating a dynamic mixture of experience, enthusiasm, energy and new ideas. 

▪ Excellent financial support from our donors, including a number of very significant individual 

donations. 

The CSEG Foundation Board, advisors and staff are a hard-working and dedicated group of 

professionals who volunteer their time and expertise to manage and lead the organization to the 
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ongoing and future benefit of the Canadian geoscience and geophysics communities. At the 

heart of the Foundation are the volunteers who donate precious time with minimal thanks for the 

various committees. On behalf of the Foundation’s Board of Directors, thanks to all the 

Foundation contributors (financial / volunteer / staff) for all they do to make this a successful 

venture in a challenging economic cycle for resource enterprises, furthering the geophysical 

cause and vision into the future. This will be my last year as Foundation Chair and I want to 

welcome Kathleen Dorey as Chair of the Board of Directors effective June 2019. The 

Foundation will experience an orderly transition to very capable new leadership.  

 

RON LARSON 

2018 CHAIR AND DIRECTOR, CSEG FOUNDATION  
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CSEG Chief Geophysicist Forum 2018 

The Chief Geophysicist Forum has been a standing committee of the CSEG since 1999 with 

~30 of the over 65 members of the Forum continuing to meet quarterly in 2018 with the mission 

to “Promote discussion that invites members to advocate for the application of geophysics that 

drives measurable business benefits”. 

The focus in 2018 was to shift to thinking about the future rather than the past and discussing 

the opportunities Geophysicists have, to be at the forefront of new technology developments. 

The three themes focusing the discussions within each meeting included: 

1. Innovation in Geophysics (inspire members and enable discussion on business 

opportunities and challenges) 

2. Strengthening the CGF membership (focus on broadening diversity, and getting a range 

of companies at the table) 

3. Promoting the CSEG & ties to Affiliations (APEGA, CAPP, CAGC) 

To inform our discussions, we invited several guest speakers through the course of the year to 

speak to the Forum. Andrea Crook inspired us by sharing Five Innovations in Geophysical 

Acquisition in March.  In June, Dale VanHooren informed us and led a discussion around Nexen 

Professionalism: A Geoscience Perspective. In September, Corey Lea shared an Overview of 

Cloud Computing along with Allan Chatenay who provided an intriguing update on PinPoint 

Ultra High Density Seismic Acquisition. To round out the year in December, the Forum 

members were actively engaged in discussions intended to draw out member insights in four 

key areas: 

1. What does the (near) future Geophysical workforce look like? 

2. What are the opportunities/challenges related to Ai/Machine Learning for Geophysics? 

3. How will Geophysicists provide economic value and influence decisions? 

4. How will we make the CGF the most effective in 2019+? 

In all the CGF meetings I have been at over the years, this discussion breakout meeting was the 

all time best. We are so fortunate to have such an engaged community, and the CGF members’ 

energy for these discussions was overwhelmingly positive. Highly condensed views from the 

four discussions include: 

1. Our industry is not hiring enough young people. Focus mentorship on first principles and 

outcomes and let the developing workforce create new ways of problem solving; workforce 

will need to develop workflows that keep pace with technology advancements; skillsets 

must include Ai, ML, collaboration 
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2. Opportunities include integration of non-geophysical data; removal of mundane tasks and 

improved efficiencies, reduced costs, improved first-pass interpretations, more time for 

analysis, overall extracting more value from the data. Challenges include IT investment, 

new skillsets required, database setup and integrity, Cloud security, lack of trust in 

interpretations from algorithms 

3. Value adds included identifying and quantifying resource, influencing public policy, risk 

analysis, differentiating top from bottom tier opportunities, impacting capital efficiency. Key 

behaviours to influence included use of visualization, rules of thumb, having business 

aptitude, knowing how to quantify economic value, deliver results quickly over perfectly, 

drive integration, get vocal, mentor 

4. CGF seen as a “brain trust”, share emerging technologies, explore opportunities for 

working with CAPP and other industry groups, establish more formal terms of reference, 

continue to diversify membership to get more mid-career people involved. 

Whenever I volunteer, I always gain more than I ever expected, and this experience was no 

different. It was an honour to serve the CSEG in capacity as Chair for 2018, and the CGF 

continues to be in good hands with Ed Chow as Chair for 2019, and Matt Ng as Vice-Chair. All 

the best to them in 2019! 

 

ELAINE HONSBERGER, P. GEOPH 

CHAIR, CGF 2018  
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Digital Media Committee (DMC)  

Developing a social media presence for the CSEG is critical for the long-term sustainability of 

the CSEG. Online advertising revenue from the CSEG, and CSEG Recorder websites are an 

important component of achieving that sustainability. Since online advertising revenue comes 

directly from the number of hits on the CSEG websites, the DMC has been tasked to help to use 

social media to drive more traffic to our websites. 

In 2018, the DMC continued to work on the social media presence of CSEG. Our primary 

platform has been LinkedIn due to its professional nature that synchronizes well with the CSEG. 

In 2018, we moved the CSEG from a ‘group’ page to a ‘company’ page which we feel will allow 

the CSEG to reach more people interested in geoscience around the world. In the short time 

that the CSEG company page has been up, we have surpassed 500 followers and continue to 

grow. 

Other social media channels we have engaged include: Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. 

Instagram is the DMC’s newest endeavor, where we have taken the challenge of having a DMC 

student member attend CSEG social events and post them on our Instagram account. We will 

see how Instagram grows for the CSEG in 2019 (@csegonline)! 

The DMC also introduced a ‘Blog’ to the www.csegrecorder.ca. It is currently being used to 

introduce the abstracts of upcoming RECORDER articles, which are then shared on LinkedIn. 

We believe the Blog can be used to promote the CSEG through adding different kinds of 

content that will drive more visits to our website. 

The DMC also continues to work on improving our website which includes keeping content up to 

date via the calendar, as well as making the websites more friendly for our users and members. 

With limited budget, this can be challenging, but we continue to work within our means to deliver 

an ever improving experience for our websites. 

One other challenge we have taken on is communicating to all CSEG committees that the DMC 

is here to support them in increase their exposure on social media through the CSEG social 

media channels. Whether education, social, or outreach – the DMC is there to help get all 

committees’ messages out to their target audiences. Continuing to reach out to all committees is 

something the DMC will continue to work on in 2019. 

Special thanks to all our members of the DMC for their hard work in growing the CSEG brand 

through social media: 

▪ Jocelyn Frankow 

▪ Corey Hooge 

http://www.csegrecorder.ca/
http://www.csegrecorder.ca/
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▪ Chelsea Squires 

▪ Rebecca Bryant 

▪ Kathleen McLean 

▪ Jeremy Sherry (Website consultant) 

▪ Brian Schulte (RECORDER representative) 

▪ Elizabeth Atkinson (Board representative) 

▪ Andy Williams (Board representative) 

 

JASON SCHWEIGERT 

CHAIR, DIGITAL MEDIA COMMITTEE  
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Canadian Journal of Exploration Geophysics (CJEG) 

Journal of Exploration Geophysics (CJEG) is the peer-reviewed publication of the Canadian 

Society Geophysicists (CSEG). CJEG has a citation rating and has been in existence since 

1965. The Journal is available to all CSEG members through the CSEG web site, and after 3 

years of initial publication, CJEG issues are open to the non-members of CSEG. Publication of 

peer-reviewed scientific papers is in line with the SEG goal “to promote the science of 

geophysics”. There are normally 1-2 CJEG issues per year containing a total of 6-12 peer-

reviewed scientific papers. 

Readers of CJEG will notice that the 2018 edition has only 2 papers. The reason for this is 

primarily financial. Journal Co-Editors, Larry Lines and Satinder Chopra were notified that the 

CJEG’s budget was reduced to zero for the 2018 financial year. Budget cutting was considered 

necessary due to very difficult economic times in the oil patch, accompanied by a concomitant 

large decrease in 2018 CSEG revenues. However, the CJEG Editors believed it was ethical and 

necessary to publish those papers that had been already been accepted for publication earlier 

in the year. 

The editors were opposed to placing the Journal into dormancy. This action (inaction) was 

previously done in 2000, and unfortunately this dormancy lasted for over a decade! It was not 

until 2011 that CJEG was revived through the efforts of the editors. Given the time and effort 

required for a restart, dormancy was not considered a desirable option. 

Hence, the editors decided to keep publishing the Journal, albeit at a much reduced level. As 

with the 2016 and 2017 issues, 2018 copy editing costs will be supported through donations to 

CSEG Foundation. Long term solutions may involve reinstating CJEG as a budget item, 

covering costs through financial donations, or the implementation of page charges. These and 

other alternatives continue to be discussed. For the time being, we will continue to publish 

CJEG at a reduced level, with the hope that the CSEG financial situation will improve and that 

we can return to the previous rate of publication. We hope that there will be contributing authors 

and readers of the CJEG for many years to come. 

 

LARRY LINES AND SATINDER CHOPRA 

CO-EDITORS, CANADIAN JOURNAL OF EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICS  
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Emerging Professionals Program (EPP) 

  

EPP Event Highlights 

Introduction to Depth Migration with Sam Gray – March 22, 2018  

In this course, participants gained a better understanding Depth Migration in general 

and the difference between Time and Depth migration. Sam Gray recently retired as 

Senior Researcher, Subsurface Imaging, CGG, and has been distinguished with the 

SEG’s Maurice Ewing Medal “in recognition of his impressive work with major 

contributions in the areas of depth imaging, velocity estimation, and seismic modeling, 

his ability to convey complicated mathematical formulas behind seismic imaging, and 

inspiring newcomers to the geophysical industry to carry the torch to further advance 

imaging technology”.  

Earth Day Community Clean Up – April 22, 2018 

Community cleanup is one way to exhibit how the geophysical community gives back 

and demonstrates that we are all environmentally conscious. The CSEG EPP 

committee and its members cleaned up Prince’s Island Park. Following the clean-up, we 

met at Garage for some light networking and a presentation on acquisition footprint and 

how design and technologies have changed over the past 30 years to limit the impact 

on the environment, by David Robinson.  

Petrel Fundamentals – April 19, 2018 

Presented by Nawras Al-Khateb, this course introduced new users to Petrel functionality 

and covered the basic usage of the application. The topics covered included: Petrel 

basics and interface, retrieve and prepare your data, visualization and QC, seismic 

reconnaissance and geometrical modelling. Users also learned how to make surfaces, 

simple grids, and generate plots.  

Petrel Geophysics Workshop – June 20 & 21, 2018 

This two-day course, taught by Amir Shamsa, was designed to provide detailed hands 
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on training to users on a variety of topics. Listed below are the topics that were covered:  

▪ Introduction to seismic display and project optimization for seismic related workflows  

▪ Seismic surface/volume attribute  

▪ Manipulating attributes/co-rendering/cross-plotting/blending techniques  

▪ Neural network/ genetic inversion methods  

▪ Data preparation and QC for velocity modeling  

▪ Velocity modeling methods  

▪ Velocity modeling QC  

▪ Depth conversion  

Junior Geophysicist Forum (JGF)** – October 10, 2018 

The Junior Geophysics Forum in October was jointly organized by the CSEG – EPP 

and CSEG-F Mentorship Committee for the third year in a row. This year’s event format 

flipped the script on its participants, who were transformed from event attendees to 

idea-sharers. Four topics of discussion were decided upon by the JGF planning 

committee – New Data Tools, Canadian Energy Policy, The Future of Work, and 

Economic Value in Geophysics. JGF participants were then split into smaller groups to 

discuss their topic of interest. The smaller group interaction overflowed with discussion 

points, challenges to be addressed, and unique solutions to many of the problems 

facing our industry today.  

**The JGF falls under the CSEG – EPP. However, it does have its own committee, as it 

is a larger event.  

Sponsors:  

• Explor: $2000 • Absolute Imaging: $1000 • Husky Energy Ltd: $1000  

• LXL Consulting: $1000 • TGS: $1000 • Earth Signal: $500 • Katalyst Data Mgmt: $500 

• RPS Energy: $500 • Synterra: $500 • Seisware: $200 • Modern Miracle Network: $100 

• Statcom: $100   

Additionally, no funds were contributed to this year’s JGF. The JGF committee raised 

$8400 in sponsorship with the total expenditures totaling $5988.51 ($2411.49 

remaining). The excess funds are currently with the CSEG Foundation. The JGF also 

raised $450 and collected 5 large boxes of food for the Calgary Food Bank.  
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Canadian Energy Eh? – November 28, 2018 

Alexandria Shrake gave an interactive talk on how geography, policy and energy 

interplay in Canada. The investment community, government, project proponents, and 

environmentalists have developed their own terminology to describe a path forward for 

our energy sector – but can we speak the same language for better discourse in the 

future? Alex reminds us that it doesn't hurt to have a friendly debate and ask the 

important questions that will help us understand.  

Annual Young Professional Holiday Social – National Bowling – December 13, 
2018 

This inter-society collaboration has been developed jointly between the associations to 

bring young professionals even more opportunities to expand their networks and share 

knowledge in the industry. This is an essential partnership to help bridge the gap 

between the disciplines and therefore continue to support your professional 

development.  

Volunteering at the Calgary Drop-In Centre  

The CSEG EPP initiated many volunteering sessions at the Calgary Drop-In Centre. 

The goal of these events is to promote a supportive environment within the CSEG and 

within our community. Participants network, share experiences and advice, while 

gaining firsthand experience of the daily challenges facing the less fortunate and 

helping to improve their situations. We plan to continue these volunteering events on a 

bi-monthly basis into 2019 and beyond.  

EPP Committee Members 

▪ Chau Huynh (EPP Chair) 

▪ Stephen Kotkas (Advisor) 

▪ Wendell Paradise (Advisor) 

▪ Alexandria Shrake (Marketing/Events Coordinator) 

▪ Chris Bird (Events Coordinator) 

▪ Karl Mome (Events Coordinator) 

▪ Matt Lennon (JGF Co-chair) 

▪ Alana Kent (JGF Co-Chair) 
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▪ Elizabeth Ramsey (Events Coordinator/Chair/Past Chair) 

▪ Hassan Odhwani (Chair/Past Chair)  

2018 CSEG EPP – JGF committee members include:  

▪ Alana Kent (Co-chair)  

▪ Matt Lennon (Co-chair)  

▪ Alexandria Shrake (VP Engagement/Sponsorship)  

▪ Nathan Fester (VP Marketing)  

▪ Elizabeth Ramsey/Chau Huynh (VP Logistics)  

▪ Stephen Kotkas (Advisor)  

▪ Khevyn-Lynn Gormley (Chair in-transition)  

Other volunteer(s): Ahtsham Safdar, day-of volunteer (registration, logistics). 

 

Funds Existing before event (last year's year-end)  

$1000 from CSEG for 2018 compared to $250 in 2017 

Amount Raised in Sponsorship  

JGF raised $8400 in 2018 compared to $5600 in 2017 (the funds raised for the JGF 

have only been spent for the JGF event – profit from 2017 was donated to CSEG-F) 

Amount Raised in Registration – 0 

Total Expenditures: EPP Committee – $459.63, JGF – $5988.51  

Donations Raised from the Event 

$2411.49 JGF profit with CSEG-F. Additional $450 raised and 5 large boxes of food 

donated to the Calgary Food Bank 

Funds Remaining Post-Event – EPP - $540.37 (from $1000) 

 

HASSAN ODHWANI / ELIZABETH RAMSEY / CHAU HUYNH 

2018 COMMITTEE LEADS  
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Microseismic User Group 

The Microseismic User Group, known as MUG, facilitates free monthly talks and discussions 

focused on microseismic topics. In recent years, the scope of the talks has expanded to include 

induced seismicity, which has become increasingly relevant to Canadian operators. The talks 

are attended by microseismic users and enthusiasts from operating companies, service 

companies, government and regulatory bodies, and academia. The MUG has been in operation 

since 2012 and is organized by Paige Mamer, Hoda Rashedi, Johnny Wentzel, and Shawn 

Maxwell, who has since left the committee to pursue career opportunities south of the border – 

we wish him well! 

The 2018 talk series featured a wide variety of speakers with talks that covered the technical 

aspects of microseismic acquisition, processing, and interpretation, the causes and regulation of 

induced seismicity, and monitoring efforts and results from a carbon capture and sequestration 

project. 

The MUG Committee would like to thank Nexen and Schlumberger for generously providing 

venues for the 2018 talk series.  

2018 MUG Presentations 

▪ January 31, 2018 – Simon O’Brien, Quest CCS: Microseismic Observations after 2.5M 

Tonnes of CO2 Injected 

▪ February 28, 2018 – Henry Bland, Microseismic Toolstring Orientation – A Step in the Right 

Direction 

▪ April 19, 2018 –  Stuart Venables, Induced Seismicity: Observations, Research and 

Oversight in British Columbia 

▪ June 28th, 2018 – David Eaton, Don’t Poke the Bear: The Quest to Understand Induced 

Seismicity from Hydraulic Fracturing 

▪ October 31, 2018 – Paige Mamer, Applied Microseismic Interpretation 

▪ November 27, 2018 – Scott McKean, Clustering Microseismic Data into Discrete Fracture 

Networks  

 

PAIGE MAMER, SHAWN MAXWELL, HODA RASHEDI, JOHNNY WENTZEL 

MUG COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS  
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Value of Integrated Geophysics (VIG) Committee 

The VIG Committee was created in 2013, upon recognizing a need to build stronger 

connections among geophysicists, geologists, engineers, managers and the oil and gas finance 

community, in order to bridge understanding and increase success. In past years, VIG has 

striven to do this mainly by teaching engineers through SPE and APEGA talks, and by teaching 

geophysicists through CSEG talks, VIG-related RECORDER articles, DoodleTrain courses, etc.  

Accomplishments in 2018 (chronological): 

1. CSEG Luncheon Talk, Jan 2018 (David Gray and Dragana Todorovic-Marinic): 

“Forecasting Bitumen State and production from 3C-4D Seismic”. From conventional 4D 

seismic data, steam chamber volume can be determined. From 3C-4D (3-component, 4-

dimensional) PS (P-wave down, converted S-wave up) seismic data, the liquid state of the 

bitumen, immediately producible bitumen, and future producible bitumen can be forecast. 

https://cseg.ca/technical/view/forecasting-bitumen-state-and-production-from-3c-4d-

seismic. Can this talk be given to SPE? 

2. SEG/CSEG VIG Discussion (May 2018): At GeoConvention 2018, Mike and John of VIG 

discussed the VIG concept with SEG Executives Nancy House (President) and Bill Abriel 

(Past President). Nancy and Bill supported the idea and created five “Business of Applied 

Geophysics” (BAG) plenary sessions at the 2018 SEG Convention in Anaheim. Of note, at 

one of these sessions, Google Cloud geoscience/marketing VP (Darryl Willis, see link 

below) said Google is recruiting geoscientists. How will Google affect our business? 

3. CSEG VIG Online Reading List (June 2018): This reading list was created to provide 

geophysicists with tools to teach geophysics to non-geophysicists. We reviewed VIG-

related papers and built a short list of links to those papers. Papers demonstrate how 

geoscience can lower costs, lower risks, and increase profits. The list needs to be kept 

current and useful. https://cseg.ca/assets/files/technical/CSEG-VIG-Reading-List-Version-

1.0.pdf. 

4. Distinguished Lecture Tour (Fall 2018-Spring 2019): David Gray delivered the VIG 

concept to emerging geoscientists and their professors at universities across Canada. 

Learned that Google is recruiting from the Colorado School of Mines. 

https://seg.org/Annual-Meeting- 2018/Schedule/Opening-Session-and-Presidential-

Address. Also learned that banks are recruiting geophysicists for their inversion skills. 

Students at INRS (a Quebec geological survey mining research school) are being hired 

before they graduate. 

https://cseg.ca/technical/view/forecasting-bitumen-state-and-production-from-3c-4d-seismic
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/forecasting-bitumen-state-and-production-from-3c-4d-seismic
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/forecasting-bitumen-state-and-production-from-3c-4d-seismic
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/forecasting-bitumen-state-and-production-from-3c-4d-seismic
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/forecasting-bitumen-state-and-production-from-3c-4d-seismic
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/forecasting-bitumen-state-and-production-from-3c-4d-seismic
https://cseg.ca/assets/files/technical/CSEG-VIG-Reading-List-Version-1.0.pdf
https://cseg.ca/assets/files/technical/CSEG-VIG-Reading-List-Version-1.0.pdf
https://cseg.ca/assets/files/technical/CSEG-VIG-Reading-List-Version-1.0.pdf
https://cseg.ca/assets/files/technical/CSEG-VIG-Reading-List-Version-1.0.pdf
https://seg.org/Annual-Meeting-2018/Schedule/Opening-Session-and-Presidential-Address
https://seg.org/Annual-Meeting-2018/Schedule/Opening-Session-and-Presidential-Address
https://seg.org/Annual-Meeting-2018/Schedule/Opening-Session-and-Presidential-Address
https://seg.org/Annual-Meeting-2018/Schedule/Opening-Session-and-Presidential-Address
https://seg.org/Annual-Meeting-2018/Schedule/Opening-Session-and-Presidential-Address
https://seg.org/Annual-Meeting-2018/Schedule/Opening-Session-and-Presidential-Address
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5. Lunchbox Geophysics (Oct 2018) (Ahmed Ouenes): “The added value of geophysics in 

estimating natural fractures and reservoir stresses in 3G integrated workflows”. This talk 

was generously given by Ahmed over the lunch hour while he was in town teaching his 

DoodleTrain course. 15-20 people attended: mainly young geophysicists, plus two 

engineers. There was lots of discussion and junior geophysicists seemed to express great 

interest in learning more about reservoir/resource engineering, and in giving engineers 

geophysical information to import into their models. 

https://www.cseg.ca/technical/view/dded-value-of-geophysics-in-estimating- natural-

fractures-reservoir-stresses 

6. VIG-related DoodleTrain Course (Oct 2018) (Bill Abriel): “Business Fundamentals of 

Petroleum Geophysics” – Attended by 19 geophysicists. 

https://cseg.ca/education/doodletrain/dt-business- fundamentals-for-petroleum-geophysics 

7. CSEG Luncheon Talk, Oct 2018 (John Duhault): “Maximizing Success within a Business 

Team Environment using Integrated Geophysics”. The most successful oil and gas 

companies use integrated geophysical tools to mitigate their risks and maximize their 

chance of success, thereby improving the financial metrics of their respective companies. 

https://cseg.ca/technical/view/maximizing-success-within-a-business-team-environment-

using- integrated-geop 

8. APEGA Evening Seminar, January 9, 2019 (David Gray): “Demystifying Geophysics for 

Engineers”. Arranged in 2018 and attended by 36 APEGA members. Pragmatic discussion 

of how geophysics can help companies optimize well/pad placement and understand more 

about reservoirs and their surrounding pressure regimes. See March RECORDER article. 

Great course – would they like to see it in 2020? 

9. Costs for 2018: Approximately $50, mostly in website fees for the VIG Reading List. 

Future work: 

VIG’s success is nebulous, i.e. difficult to measure. Our members are mainly senior 

geophysicists who are often volunteering on other CSEG committees. They work energetically 

to promote the permeation of VIG concepts throughout the CSEG and oil industry. Our success 

is particularly difficult to measure in these challenging economic times. Does the CSEG 

membership want us to continue? Plans for 2019 will be discussed, debated, and defined at our 

February meeting. Thoughts: 

▪ Be more visible within the CSEG. e.g. more VIG RECORDER articles, courses and 

luncheon talks. The RECORDER has wide international readership we can leverage. 

https://www.cseg.ca/technical/view/dded-value-of-geophysics-in-estimating-natural-fractures-reservoir-stresses
https://www.cseg.ca/technical/view/dded-value-of-geophysics-in-estimating-natural-fractures-reservoir-stresses
https://www.cseg.ca/technical/view/dded-value-of-geophysics-in-estimating-natural-fractures-reservoir-stresses
https://www.cseg.ca/technical/view/dded-value-of-geophysics-in-estimating-natural-fractures-reservoir-stresses
https://www.cseg.ca/technical/view/dded-value-of-geophysics-in-estimating-natural-fractures-reservoir-stresses
https://www.cseg.ca/technical/view/dded-value-of-geophysics-in-estimating-natural-fractures-reservoir-stresses
https://cseg.ca/education/doodletrain/dt-business-fundamentals-for-petroleum-geophysics
https://cseg.ca/education/doodletrain/dt-business-fundamentals-for-petroleum-geophysics
https://cseg.ca/education/doodletrain/dt-business-fundamentals-for-petroleum-geophysics
https://cseg.ca/education/doodletrain/dt-business-fundamentals-for-petroleum-geophysics
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/maximizing-success-within-a-business-team-environment-using-integrated-geop
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/maximizing-success-within-a-business-team-environment-using-integrated-geop
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/maximizing-success-within-a-business-team-environment-using-integrated-geop
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/maximizing-success-within-a-business-team-environment-using-integrated-geop
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/maximizing-success-within-a-business-team-environment-using-integrated-geop
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/maximizing-success-within-a-business-team-environment-using-integrated-geop
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/maximizing-success-within-a-business-team-environment-using-integrated-geop
https://cseg.ca/technical/view/maximizing-success-within-a-business-team-environment-using-integrated-geop
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▪ Innovation: What geophysical methods are most effective? What new tools are working well 

or showing promise? Papers describing these should go into the Reading List. 

▪ Seismic seems to be used less for reserve/resource estimation. Why? Should VIG give talks 

to the finance community? 

▪ How can we reach a wider audience to convince companies that investing in geoscience 

makes business sense? Speakers – Jessica Galbraith? Alex Shrake? Use BOE as a bulletin 

board to advertise our talks? SPE Journal article? Article on pipeline monitoring? 

▪ VIG membership: VIG seeks more members with varied skills and talents. 

Current members:  

Louis Chabot, John Duhault, David Gray, Ken Gray, Mike Hall, Paul Hausmanis, Darren 

Kondrat, Ruth Peach (Chair). 

 

RUTH PEACH 

CHAIR, VALUE OF INTEGRATED GEOPHYSICS (VIG) COMMITTEE  
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RECORDER 2018 

The RECORDER continues to be the flagship magazine of the CSEG, publishing technical 

articles, current or human-interest articles, society news, and advertisements 

from our industry. Editions are published online, except for one edition in April. The 

RECORDER publishes 7 editions per year, which is on average every six weeks. The 

RECORDER is also the primary record of the activities and accomplishments of CSEG 

members, committees, and volunteers. 

In 2018, the RECORDER Committee produced 6 pdf editions that were posted online and 1 

print edition - the Geoconvention edition, published in mid-April. Because we have gone 

predominately online, we have seen a loss in advertisers within the RECORDER magazine itself 

and a loss in income.  

EDITION # ADVERTISERS 
RECORDER AD 

REVENUE 

RECORDER 

COSTS* 

PROFIT / 

LOSS 

January 15, 2018 4 $3,161 $4,000 -$840 

March 1, 2018 3 $2,595 $4,000 -$1,405 

April 15, 2018 (print) 6 $4,903 $8,785 -$3,883 

June 1, 2018 3 $2,410 $4,000 -$1,590 

September 1, 2018 3 $2,410 $4,000 -$1,590 

October 15, 2018 2 $1,473 $4,000 -$2,527 

December 1, 2018 2 $1,473 $4,000 -$2,527 

* not including related 

web maintenance 
  Total: -$14,362 

The RECORDER itself had a loss of over $14,000. This is why in 2019 there is a new 

Communications sub-committee dedicated to developing marketing and selling ads for the 

RECORDER. Further, we are focusing on changing our model for producing the RECORDER to 

reduce costs and changing our ads to feature online advertising opportunities. 

We are also coming up with innovative ideas to attract individuals to our LinkedIn profile and our 

website, such as releasing an older article once a week from the top 20 articles based upon hits 

from the internet. 
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RECORDER Committee Members 2017-2018 

Past and current Chief Editors: Penny Colton, Rob Holt, Nicole Willson and Brian Schulte. 

Associate Editor: Sean Lovric / Albert Scutt 

Current Technical Editors: Steve Jensen, Katie Mclean, Stephanie Ross, Ruth Peach, Omid 
Aghaei, Fernando Cerda, Draga Talinga, German Rodriguez Pradilla, Nicole Willson and 
Satinder Chopra (as advisor). 

Board Representatives: Elizabeth Atkinson and Andy Williams 

DMC Representative: Jason Schweigert 

Retiring editors: Neda Boroumand, Elwyn Galloway, Elias Carciente 

Regular Columnists 

CAGC Column: Rod Garland 

Tracing the Industry: Kristy Manchul 

Science Break: Oliver Kuhn 

Technical Articles 

The 2018 RECORDER issues published twenty-three articles with Focus themes and seven 
general articles. 

Focus Themes and Coordinators / Technical Editors: 
 

YEAR EDITION FOCUS/THEME 
SPECIAL 

COORDINATOR 

ASSISTANT 

EDITOR 

2018 mid-January 
Emerging Technologies: Machine 

Learning  
Hoda Rashedi Elias Carciente 

2018 March Salt Dynamics Quincy Zhang Omid Aghaei 

2018 mid-April Induced Seismicity Wendell Pardasie Steve Jensen 

2018 June Canadian Unconventional Resources Ruth Peach Neda Boroumand 

2018 September Emerging Methods and Technologies Oliver Kuhn Neda Boroumand 

2018 mid-October Hydrogeophysics Jon Fennel Elwyn Galloway 

2018 December CSUR Joint Induced Seismicity Paige Mamer Albert Scutt 

Interviews 

The Interviews are popular with the CSEG readership and provide ready access to an 
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invited selection of geophysicists who share insights on their knowledge and experience base 

with the rest of the geoscience community. The interviews are coordinated by Satinder Chopra 

in one of two formats. The short-format interviews and the traditional long-format interviews are 

with selected members of the CSEG.  

The following individuals were interviewed during 2017: 

▪ Mid-April – Laurie Weston Bellman 
▪ September – John Nieto 
▪ Mid-October – Douglas Clark 

Science Break 

Another popular column in the RECORDER is Oliver Kuhn’s Science Break. This year Oliver 

wrote on the following subjects: 

▪ March – Hominin Update (Part 1) 
▪ June – Hominin Update (Part 2) 
▪ December – Calendars 

Tracing the Industry 

Kristy Manchul has continued to write this column each edition. 

In Memoriam 

Four remembering-type tributes were published in 2018: two in mid-April for Dr. Kenneth 

Duckworth and Peter Boyd; one in June for Dave Robson; and one in December which was a 

joint between the CSEG and SEG for Roy Oliver Lindseth. 

CSEG Awards: Best RECORDER Paper 

The 2017 CSEG Awards for ‘Best Technical Luncheon Presentation’ and ‘Best RECORDER 

Paper’ were presented at the CSEG Symposium Luncheon on March 15, 2018 which was held 

in Calgary.  

2017 CSEG BEST TECHNICAL LUNCHEON PRESENTATION: Laurie Weston Bellman 

(Sound QI) “Practical QI”, which was the June 2017 Technical Luncheon 

2017 CSEG BEST RECORDER PAPER: "Incorporating Big Data in Geostatistical Modeling for 

Making Bigger Decisions in the Face of Even Bigger Uncertainty" by Jeff B. Boisvert and 

Clayton V. Deutsch which was published in the January 2017 edition, which was on Emerging 

Technologies: Machine Learning. 

 

BRIAN WM. SCHULTE 

CHIEF EDITOR 
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DoodleTrain 2018 

As the chair of the 2018 DoodleTrain committee, I can say 2018 was a transition from past 

practices to a new and bolder approach to course and instructor selection. Our key ambition 

was to provide CSEG members and non-members improved ways to cost-effectively enhance 

their professional development. We also worked to meet the needs of employers to fulfill their 

employee training requirements without the burden of sending people elsewhere for courses.  

The decision to invite world class instructors from Europe and the US proved very beneficial and 

successful. Oz Yilmaz, Per Avseth, Tor Arne Johansson, Jennifer Miskimins, Bill Abriel and Pat 

Connolly were invited to deliver courses, and most of their courses were “sold out”. Needless to 

say, our locally based instructors, such as Brian Russell and Rainer Tonn, also delivered 

courses that were fully or nearly fully subscribed.  

The success of the program is evident in the registration numbers which increased from 180 in 

2017 to 260 in 2018, about a 45% increase. I have always maintained that regardless of the 

CSEG member numbers, members and non-members will register for multiple courses provided 

we offer world class courses given by local and world class instructors. My expectation is that 

the 2019 curriculum committee, chaired by the very experienced David Emery of Husky Energy, 

will decide on another stellar roster of courses leading to yet another increase in the number of 

registrations. It is also noteworthy that the registration numbers were enhanced by the 5 for 4 

registration incentive which several companies gladly took advantage of.  

The net profit from the 2018 DoodleTrain improved from 30K in 2017 to approximately 40 K in 

2019, about a 30% increase. This is a very welcome gain in light of the financial circumstances 

of the CSEG due to the dramatic downturn in the oil and gas industry.  

The financial gain realized by the CSEG was made possible by several key factors:  

▪ providing course notes in digital format 

▪ generous venue sponsorship by several production and service companies  

▪ CSEG event and distinguished instructor sponsorship again by several production and 

service companies 

▪ our decision to compensate instructors commensurate with the revenue gained from 

registration fees rather than a fixed instructor fee 

The 2019 committee hopes to build on these initiatives to deliver yet another successful 

DoodleTrain event in 2019.  
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Last but not least, I would like to thank the 2018 DoodleTrain committee members for their 

volunteer work, without which the DoodleTrain event would not be a greater success than in 

previous few years.  

DoodleTrain Committee Members: 

▪ Ethan Burke 

▪ David Emery 

▪ Patricia Gavotti 

▪ Hugh Geiger 

▪ Mike Hall 

▪ Juan Joffre 

▪ Hilary Meakin 

▪ Jounada Oueity 

▪ Daniel Perez 

▪ Arie Vandervelden 

I would also like to thank Jim Racette for his tireless efforts behind the scene, which kept the 

DoodleTrain committee functioning efficiently.  

With the support of the CSEG Board of Directors, the CSEG is spreading its wings eastward 

with the maiden voyage of the DoodleShip event in St. John’s NL. Rainer Tonn, of Equinor, will 

deliver his 2018 DoodleTrain course, along with a luncheon presentation on Bay du Nord, to the 

oil and gas community in St. John’s. It is my hope that this event will grow to become an annual 

education event like the DoodleTrain. Future plans include coordinating DoodleShip with other 

geoscience events held in the maritime provinces and expanding our audience to include 

university and high school students, along with industry professionals.  

 

JOHN FERNANDO 

CHAIR, 2018 DOODLETRAIN  
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2018 CSEG Symposium 

The 2018 CSEG Symposium was held on March 15th in the new “Hudson” meeting venue 

located on the 6th floor of the historic Hudson’s Bay building downtown. We were pleased to 

have Dr. Mauricio Sacchi travel from Edmonton to be our Symposium Honouree this year. The 

planning committee selected the theme: “Challenges & Opportunities” for the meeting. In 

addition to a full day of technical presentations followed by an informal mixer, the Symposium 

featured a luncheon with an invited speaker and the CSEG Awards Ceremony. 

I would like to extend my sincere thanks to the attendees, sponsors, speakers, and organizing 

committee for a very successful Symposium – everyone had an important role to play. I also 

extend my thanks to the management and staff of the Hudson; they really went that extra mile to 

help us stage a fine event. While attendance was down a bit from 2017, we did manage to host 

138 full registrants and an additional 30 attendees for the luncheon/awards ceremony only.  

Total revenues were $34,690 and total expenses were $30,824. 

The invited presentations comprised: 

Speaker Title 

Daniel Trad Mismatches between physics and operators for least squares Kirchhoff 

and Reverse Time Migrations 

Guy Hilburn Characterizing Reservoir Fracture Systems with Orthorhombic 

Tomography 

Nilanjan Ganguly Application of AVO in Lower Magdalena Valley Basin 

Scott Matieshin Diffraction Imaging Analysis: Adding Detail and Utility to a Conventional 

Interpretation 

Markham Hislop Luncheon Speaker: The Energy Transition and the Future of Alberta Oil 

and Gas 

Paul Thacker Recent Advances in Trace Density and Seismic Data Quality in Western 

Canada 

Liz Lappin Petro-Lithium and the Evolution of Energy in Alberta 

Laurie Ross Data Reconstruction and Beyond: Case Studies in Petroleum and Mining 

Industries 

Bob Parney Quantum Computing and Quantum Machine Learning for Geophysicists 
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The highlights of the Symposium included: 

▪ The interesting mixture of talks and the stimulating Q&A and discussion sessions that 

followed 

▪ Celebration of Mauricio Sacchi and his significant contributions to our industry and the 

CSEG 

▪ Socializing and networking in such a comfortable meeting venue 

▪ Being able to stay on budget and return approximately $3,800 in profit back to the CSEG. 

The Symposium organizing Committee did an excellent job. They were:  

▪ Mark Jeroncic (past chair) 

▪ Lisa Kleebaum & Richard Gray (speakers) 

▪ Daniel Perez (sponsorship) 

▪ Amanda Hall (arrangements) 

▪ Jim Racette (CSEG rep) 

I would like to point out the outstanding support from our sponsors – without which, the 

symposium would not have happened: Jupiter Resources, Repsol, Husky Energy, Earth 

Signal Processing, Velvet Energy, ikon Science, WesternGeco, Explor, TGS, Absolute 

Imaging, Eagle Canada, Chevron, and the CSEG Foundation. 

For 2019, I’m assisting our incoming Chair, Laurie Weston Bellman in organizing an even better 

Symposium. We received great feedback from the 2018 attendees which is being incorporated 

in our plans for 2019. 

 

DOUG CLARK 

CHAIR, 2018 CSEG SYMPOSIUM  
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51st Annual CSEG Family Ski Spree 
The 51st Annual CSEG Family Ski Spree was held from February 23 – 25, 2018 at the beautiful 
Fairmont Hot Springs Resort in Fairmont, B.C.  

Fifty-four CSEG members brought their families to B.C. for this weekend that saw a total of 223 
participants. It was a weekend of fun for everyone of all ages and skill levels. You definitely 
didn’t need to ski in order to participate. The format for the weekend is a long-standing tradition 
that focuses on all the children while keeping the adults entertained. 

Friday evening began with family registration and name tags supplied by Eagle Canada Seismic 
Services and then the games began! The CSEG Toddler Room, ages 0-4, was filled with safe 
and age-appropriate toys. The EXPLOR Mini Mixer, ages 5-11, was where all the action was. 
There were multiple crafts for everyone, some needing adult supervision and some not. Pizza, 
snacks and drinks were readily available throughout the evening. Everyone then helps in the 
massive clean-up as we set up for a Night at the Movies.  

Everyone knows how hard it is to keep the teenagers occupied, but the volunteers in the Teen 
Room, ages 12-18, seemed to have the formula for success. The night was centered around a 
scavenger hunt that scattered the teens to all corners of the hotel, along with interactive games 
that kept teens occupied most of the night. Again, tons of pizza, snacks and drinks for all.  

Let’s not forget about the adults! The Absolute Imaging Mogul Mixer was a chance to meet up 
with old friends and make new ones as the adults gathered for an Italian buffet. This was 
followed by the Divestco Ski Spree Grande Prix, racing Hot Wheels cars on a 10m track. 
Entertainment for the adults then continued upstairs in the Bear’s Paw as DJ Nico spun tunes 
later into the evening.  

Saturday was focused on the Fairmont Hot Springs Resort Ski Area, about a 5-minute drive 
from the hotel. For the younger generation, the LXL Consulting Ltd. Snow Snake Hunt and the 
Earth Signal Processing Ltd. Obstacle Race occupied the beginner hill. Children of all abilities 
navigated the minimal difficulty obstacle course and searched for snakes in the snow to receive 
small prizes. For everyone else, they were encouraged to participate in the Seitel Canada Ltd. 
Snowboard Races and/or the Katalyst Data Management Downhill Races.  

Participants raced side-by-side against their parents, siblings or friends. The race commentary 
done by Peter Harding from Fairmont Ski Hill provided great entertainment to everyone as it 
could be heard all over the Main Hill. Lunch was provided courtesy of Integrity Industries Ltd. 
and TGS provided Cocoa on the Mountain at the top of the ski lift. There was just enough time 
after all the events on the hill for many of the participants to take a quick dip in the giant hot tub 
before heading for dinner.  
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Saturday dinner saw all the families seated together as the Ski Spree Committee recognized the 
sponsors for the weekend and handed out all the awards from the day. Table wine for evening 
was sponsored by SISMA Drilling. A charity raffle is held each year and this year we were 
raffling off 2 Canada Goose jackets donated by Inn From The Cold, a pair of diamond earrings 
donated by Jewels By Maxime’s, and a pendant donated Korite International, along with a PS4, 
wine basket, team Canada Olympic apparel, Flames tickets and a Hitmen suite, all donated by 
various companies. These items raised $3,270.00 for “Inn From the Cold”, and $1,000.00 for the 
CSEG Foundation. 

Mr. & Mrs. Ski Spree is an award that recognizes years of participation and a visible positive 
attitude towards this event and it was given this year to Roger and Rigel Bilger. 

For the adults, the night did not end after dinner. Synterra Technologies Ltd. Late Night 
occurred in the Bear’s Paw lounge, again, with DJ Nico providing the music for the evening. In 
another difficult year for the industry, the 2018 CSEG Family Ski Spree is extremely grateful for 
all the sponsors that donated what they could for this fantastic event. All it takes is to have seen 
all the kids faces either in the Crafts Room on Friday night or coming off the hill on Saturday to 
know that it was worth it. On behalf of the organizing committee we hope that everyone had a 
wonderful and fun-filled weekend and we look forward to seeing everyone again in 2019 at our 
52nd celebration. 

 
GEOFF CASTLE 
CSEG FAMILY SKI SPREE CHAIRMAN, 2018 
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2018 Doodlebug 

 

Date(s) of Event: September 14-16, 2018 

Venues(s): Golf at Banff Springs and accommodation at the Rimrock Hotel 

Funds existing before event (last year's year-end): 

▪ $41,798.92 – end of 2017      $16,973.72 – end of 2016 

Amount raised in sponsorship: 

▪ $70,000 – 2018     $79,500.00 – 2017 

Amount raised in registration:  

▪ $18,814.93 – 2018    $43,850.00 – 2017 

Total expenditures: $81,338.40  

Donations raised from the event: $5,800.00  

Organization receiving donations: 

▪ Cystic Fibrosis Foundation of Canada 

Funds Remaining Post-Event: $52,700.00  

Committee Members: Listed on website  

Event Highlights and Comments: This year Doodlebug was once again a good success. We 

ended up not golfing on Friday, as there was snow on the ground. But we turned that into a 

bowling competition and everybody had a blast. We were able to golf on Saturday, so players 

were able to compete for those coveted ceramics. Players and guests really enjoyed the 

Rimrock Hotel and the banquet.   

Incoming (2019) Committee Lead: Geoff Castle 

 

ALEX GAUTHIER   

2018 DOODLEBUG COMMITTEE LEAD   
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Doodlespiel 2018 

The 46th annual 2018 Doodlespiel has now come and gone and this year we had 64 teams with 

over 300 participants. The town of Banff, the Banff Curling Club, and the Best of Banff company 

once again created an amazing venue for the Doodlespiel that was enjoyed by all. The A event 

final had the Brack rink against the Olson rink. In the end, the Brack rink, consisting of: Jim 

Brack, Dale Johnson, Dave Cryer, Bill Campbell, and Mike Langois, won the A event. 

Congratulations Team Brack on winning back-to-back Doodlespiels!! Other event winners 

include: B Event = Kevin Mullie, Rob Curts, Launey Newel, Greg Groten. C Event = Wade 

Whitlow, Calvin Wall, Toger Bilger, Noel Leach. D Event = Sandy Jenkins, Scott Law, Jeff 

Deere, Andrew Boland, Scott Leaney. Team Spirit best costume awards go to: 1st Place = 

“Wrestle Mania Wrestlers” – Team Ohler. Well done!! 

This year we once again held a charity raffle, with all proceeds going to the CSEG Foundation 

"In the Rings" Scholarship Fund. With everyone's amazing generosity we raised over $2000 

from the raffle. And once again, Larry Herd has generously matched all proceeds towards the 

fund, bringing us to a grand total of over $4000! Thank you Larry! 

As Chairman of the 2018 Doodlespiel, I would like to take the opportunity to thank ALL of our 

sponsors, especially to our Title Sponsors, SEITEL and EXPLOR… we could not do it without 

you!! THANK YOU!! 

Without the continued support of the industry, this great event would not be able to continue. 

Sponsorship and overwhelming participation of our industry continue to make this one of the 

largest curling bonspiels in Western Canada. As outgoing Chairman I am confident that next 

year's Doodlespiel committee will no doubt deliver another excellent event. On behalf of the 

entire committee, THANK YOU and we look forward to seeing everyone back in Banff for 2019. 

 

ANDREAS GEORGOUSIS 

CHAIR, 2018 DOODLESPIEL  
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Women in Seismic (WiSe)  

The Women in Seismic Committee would like to thank everyone who came out on September 

26th to play in our annual WiSe Golf Tournament! Thanks to all of our raffle prize donors and 

players, we raised over $4500 for Breast and Ovarian Cancer Research and $1000 for the 

CSEG Foundation Scholarship Program! We could not do this tournament without you! 

It was a perfect-ish day out on the Fox Hollow Golf Course... well, at least it wasn't snowing! 

HUGE thanks to our tournament sponsors: the CSEG, Dynacore, Copyseis, Iron Mountain, 

Katalyst Data Management, Signature Seismic, Santos, Seitel, Sigma Explorations, Forge Oil & 

Gas, ARC Resources, DisplayCo, Echo Seismic, Divestco, Earth Signal, T&T Disposals, Eagle 

Canada, Seismic Exchange, and Crew Energy! 

2018 was the year of the “Greatest Hits”. Congratulations to the winners of the Sean Callaghan 

Spirit Award, the Gorgeous Ladies of Seismic (GLOS… think GLOW) who showed the most 

enthusiasm by wrestling their way around the golf course. We also had multiple Adeles, 

Madonnas, Greatest s…Hits, Joan Jetts, Kiss, Winnie the Poo… 

WiSe Committee Members  

▪ Trish Mulder (Chair) 

▪ Jennifer Welsh 

▪ Lona Gregory 

▪ Kerri Auck  

▪ Joanne Poloway   

▪ Kristy Manchul  

 

KRISTY MANCHUL 

WiSe COMMITTEE  
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PAST PRESIDENTS 

1950 John O. Galloway 

1951  Charlie M. Moore, Jr. 

1952  L. I. Brockway / Norman J. Christie 

1953  Bill (W.R.) Ogilvie 

1954  R.J. Copeland 

1955  R.D. Holland  

1956  R.B. Ross 

1957  George J. Blundun 

1958  Francis A. Hale 

1959  H.J. Kidder 

1960  Milton Dobrin 

1961  Peter I. (Ibrahim) Bediz 

1962  Peter J. Savage 

1963  Robert Harold Carlyle 

1964  Carl J. Chapman 

1965  Robert A. Boulware 

1966 John Hodgkinson 

1967  Earl A. Fulmer 

1968  George E. Longphee 

1969  W. (Bill) Blair 

1970  John L. R. Baxendale 

1971  Roy O. Lindseth 

1972  J. Ken Morrison 

1973  Wes N. Rabey 

1974  John H. Harding 

1975  Jack R. Pullen 

1976  William D. Evans 

1977  R. J. McCaffrey 

1978  Earle F. Mahaffy 

1979  Lloyd R. Hatlelid 

1980  P.D. (Denny) O’Brien 

1981 A. Easton Wren 

1982 Duncan A. Carswell 

1983  Valerie A. A. Nielson 

1984  Jim R. Hume 

1985  Larry C. Fichtner 

1986  John D. Boyd 

1987  Robert L. Comer 

1988  Ralph M. Lundberg 

1989 Allan J. Ferworn 

1990  Neil E. Rutherford 

1991  Brian H. Russell 

1992  Robert James (Jim) Brown 

1993  W. (Bill) E. Davit 

1994  Gary G. Tarylor 

1995  Barry T. Korchinski 

1996  Dan Hampson 

1997  Robert R. Stewart 

1998  Nancy Shaw 

1999  Doug Pruden 

2000  Perry Kotkas 

2001  Randy Pelletier 

2002  Doug Uffen 

2003  W. (Bill) Goodway 

2004  Peter Cary 

2005 James Stenhouse 

2006 Oliver Kuhn 

2007 Doug Bogstie 

2008 Francois Aubin 

2009 Jon Downton 

2010 John Townsley 

2011 Larry Herd 

2012 Rob Kendall 

2013 Ron Larson 

2014 Robert Vestrum 

2015 Rachel Newrick 

2016 Marian Hanna 

2017 John Duhault

 

CSEG MEDAL 

The CSEG Medal was introduced in 1988 and is the highest award that the Society bestows. “The 

CSEG Medal is given in recognition of the contribution to Exploration Geophysics by a member of the 

profession in Canada. It can be gained through a long-standing significant contribution to the 

application, teaching or business development of Exploration Geophysics. It can also be gained 

through a single achievement in any of these areas, which has been recognized over a period of 

years as a significant development. The award will be made to a member of the geophysical 

profession who is recognized for his integrity as well as his accomplishments.” 

Ted Rozsa 

Roy Lindseth 

Greg Davidson (1990) 

Dave Robson (1991) 

Robert R. Stewart (1992) 

Hugh Stanfield 

Donald Chamberlain 

John Boyd (1994) 

Garry Kelman 

Brian Russell (1999) 

Don Lawton (2000) 

Dan Hampson (2004) 

Bill Goodway (2007) 

George Betram (2008) 

Warner Loven (2009) 

Mauricio Sacchi (2012) 

Tad Ulrych (2013) 

Andreas Cordsen (2014) 

John Pierce (2015) 

Larry Lines (2016) 
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HONOURARY MEMBERSHIP AWARDS 

Honourary Membership is normally given only to a few members who have gained recognition for 

distinguished contributions in the field of geophysics or in service to the CSEG, either nationally or 

internationally. 

George D. Garland 

J. Tuzo Wilson 

Norman Christie 

Milton B. Dobrin 

A.E. Pallister 

Roy O. Lindseth 

David W. Strangway 

Peter J. Savage 

R.H. Carylyle 

Ernest R. Kanasewich 

Robert Boulware 

A. Easton Wren (1987) 

Sudhir Jain 

Charlotte Keen 

Peter Gretener 

Gordon West 

Ron Clowes (1995) 

Douglas W. Oldenberg (1996) 

Roy Hyndman (1996) 

Larry Lines (1998) 

Zoltan Hajnal (1999) 

Brian Russell (2000) 

Robert Comer (2002) 

Robert Stewart (2003) 

John Boyd (2003) 

Davey Einarsson (2004) 

Mike Galbraith (2005) 

John Bancroft (2005) 

Perry Kotkas (2006) 

Peter Cary (2008) 

Peter Duncan (2009) 

Gary Margrave (2011) 

Don Lawton (2013) 

Don Gendzwill (2013) 

Satinder Chopra (2014) 

Penny Colton (2015) 

Dan Hampson (2015) 

Laurie Weston Bellman (2016) 

Neil Rutherford (2018)

 

MERITORIOUS SERVICE AWARDS 

The Meritorious Service Award is given to members of the CSEG who have made a prominent and/or 

lengthy contribution to the Society and/or the industry as a whole. Current practice is to present a 

maximum of two of these awards each year.  

Harry McGrew 

Cecil A.Collins  

Milton B. Dobrin  

Alexander H. McKee  

Peter J. Savage  

Percy Smith  

Roy O. Lindseth  

John Hodgkinson  

Jack W. Bowden  

Hal W. Godwin  

J. Kenneth Morrison  

Westley N. Rabey  

Easton Wren (1977)  

Mary C. Colberg  

A. Vern Street  

Alan J. Ferworn  

Jack R. Pullen  

Sudhir Jain  

Bill Blair  

Harold Acheson  

Bud St. Clair  

William D. Evans  

Earle F. Mahaffy  

Jack E. Setters  

Peter Bediz (1983) 

William C. Stroup  

Ernie K. Shaw (1984) 

William Davitt (1984) 

Ray Prudholme  

George Blundun  

Valerie A.A. Neilson  

Duncan A. Carswell  

P. Dennis O’Brien  

Judi McDonald (1987)  

Dale Kary  

D.K. Bruce Fenwick  

Lloyd Hatlelid  

Larry Fichtner  

Don Simpson  

John Boyd (1988)  

Arthur Baptie  

Bob Comer  

Dan Hampson (1991)  

Nancy Shaw  

Ralph Lundberg (1992)  

Murray Olson  

George Kostashuk  

Robert Grigg  

Neil Rutherford  

Ken Duckworth (1994)  

Melvin E. Best (1995)  

Brian Russell (1995)  

Don C. Lawton (1996)  

James Brown (1997)  

John Pierce  

Gregg Milne  

Ernest Kanasewich  

Michael Enachescu (1998)  

Elaine Honsberger (1999)  

Dave Siegfried (1999)  

Doug Uffen (1999)  

Penny Colton (2000) 

Norm Cooper (2000) 

Barry Korchinski  

George Fairs (2001) 

Perry Kotkas (2002) 

Oliver Kuhn (2003) 

Satinder Chopra (2005) 

Bill Nickerson (2005) 

Helen Isaac (2007) 

Mauricio Sacchi (2007) 

Doug Schmitt (2008) 
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Larry Mewhort (2008) 

Tooney Fink (2009) 

John Logel (2009) 

J.M. Annette Milbradt (2010) 

Laurie Ross (2010) 

Doug Bogstie (2011) 

Lee Hunt (2012) 

Mike Doyle (2013) 

Jocelyn Frankow (2014) 

Joanne Poloway (2014) 

Mo Al-Ibrahim (2015) 

Nana Eliuk (2015) 

Larry Herd (2015) 

Stephen Kotkas (2016) 

Trent Olsen (2016) 

Nicole Wilson (2017) 

Mike Hall (2017) 

Susan Thomson (2018) 

Jennifer Welsh (2018)

 

TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT 

Daniel Trad (2011) 

Shawn Maxwell (2013) 

Douglas Schmitt (2014) 

Richard Bale (2015) 

Stewart Trickett (2016) 

 

SPECIAL COMMENDATION 

Penny Colton (2010) 

Bill Goodway (2010) 

Larry Lines (2011) 

Tom Sneddon (2011) 

Rob McGrory (2012) 

Rick Green (2013) 

Paul MacKay (2014) 

Kurt Wikel (2015) 

Steve Lynch (2015) 

Sigma Exploration (2016) 

Matt Hall (2017) 

Evan Bianco (2017)  

Chevron Canada Resources (2018) 

 

SYMPOSIUM HONOREES 

Brian Russell / Dan Hampson (2012) 

Bill Goodway (2013) 

John Boyd (2014) 

David Gray (2015) 

Bill Nickerson (2016) 

Satinder Chopra (2017) 

Mauricio Sacchi (2018) 

 

VOLUNTEER(S) OF THE YEAR 

Juan Joffre 

John Fernando 

Lona Gregory-Brown 
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2018 CSEG Corporate Members 
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